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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

People Are Rebelling Against Lockdowns, Masks
Worldwide

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

The Delta variant has a very low 0.27% case fatality rate (CFR) in the U.K., which drops

to 0.03% in those under 50, yet is being used as impetus for COVID-19 restrictions

"

The public, increasingly fed up with the contradictory guidelines and mandates, is

speaking out against the draconian measures that are being reinstated

"

In July 2021, more than 160,000 people, including 11,000 in Paris, protested in France

against the “health pass,” the country’s version of a vaccine passport

"

Demonstrations against Italy’s similar Green Pass have popped up in Rome, Naples

and Turin, with people calling for freedom and chanting “down with the dictatorship”

"

Thousands of protestors also turned up to rebel against extended lockdown orders in

Australia and, in India, hundreds of people joined a Freedom Rally to protest COVID

lockdowns and mandatory masks, vaccination and COVID testing

"

In the U.S., more than 100 people protested outside the Iowa State Capitol against

COVID-19 vaccine mandates, while advocacy groups in California \led a lawsuit

against Gov. Gavin Newsom and health o]cials to challenge COVID restrictions in

kindergarten through grade 12 schools

"
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COVID-19 vaccines were supposed to set you free and bring life back to what it

looked like in 2019 — no masks, no lockdowns and freedom for everyone, regardless

of vaccination status.

Along those lines, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention updated their

guidelines May 13, 2021, to state that vaccinated individuals no longer needed to

wear a mask outdoors and in most spaces indoors  but, July 27, 2021, they changed

the guidance to once again recommend masks for vaccinated people while indoors in

areas with "high" or "substantial" COVID-19 transmission.

This time, the about-face about masks — even for the vaccinated — was blamed on

the Delta variant of the virus.

At this point, however, with effective treatments like ivermectin available, the

documented high survival rate of COVID-19  and knowledge that if you’ve had COVID-

19, you’re already likely immune to further infection, the rationale for further

restrictions is questionable — and even more so when you consider the Delta variant

has a very low 0.27% case fatality rate (CFR) in the U.K., which drops to 0.03% in

those under 50.

Generally speaking, as a virus becomes more transmissible, it becomes less virulent,

as a virus that is highly deadly will kill off its hosts before it can spread. In an op-ed

published by The Blaze, Daniel Horowitz cited data showing the Delta variant has a

0.1% CFR, which is the same rate as the du, and has shown a pattern similar to most

other respiratory viruses:

“This is exactly what every respiratory pandemic has done through history:

morphed into more transmissible and less virulent form that forces the other

mutations out since you get that one. Nothing about masks, lockdowns, or

experimental shots did this.
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To the extent this really is more transmissible, it's going to be less deadly, as

is the case with the common cold. To the extent that there are areas below

the herd immunity threshold (for example, in Scotland and the northwestern

parts of the U.K.) they will likely get the Delta variant (until something else

supplants it), but fatalities will continue to go down.”

The public, increasingly fed up with the contradictory guidelines and mandates, is

speaking out against the draconian measures that are being reinstated, often due to

Delta — a powerful move, since mass, peaceful protests can lead to signi\cant

change.

Nationwide Protests in France, Italy Over Vaccine Passports

In July 2021, more than 160,000 people, including 11,000 in Paris, protested in France

against the “health pass,” the country’s version of a vaccine passport. Police released

tear gas and water cannons against some of the protestors.  France’s parliament

approved a law that requires a health pass to enter restaurants, trains, planes and

certain other public venues.

The health pass will be mandatory for adults and, starting September 30, 2021,

children 12 and older as well.  In order to get a health pass, individuals must prove

they are fully vaccinated against COVID-19, have recently tested negative or have

recently recovered from the virus.

Protestors raised concerns that “freedom is being trampled on”  and called for liberty

and “no to the pass of shame.”  The law requiring the health pass also mandated

vaccinations for all workers in the health care sector, who will be required to be

vaccinated by September 15, 2021, or risk being suspended.

In Italy, a similar pass called the “Green Pass”  will be required as of August 6, 2021,
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to enter gyms, swimming pools, sports stadiums, museums, spas, casinos, cinemas

and indoor restaurants. It’s already required to travel within the European Union or

enter care homes or large wedding receptions in Italy.

Demonstrations against the Green Pass have popped up in Rome, Naples and Turin,

with people calling for freedom and chanting “down with the dictatorship.”  As with

France’s health pass, the Green Pass serves as proof that an individual has been

vaccinated, recently tested negative for COVID-19 or recovered from a previous

infection.

People Rebel Against Australian, UK Lockdowns, Tracing

Thousands of protestors also turned up to rebel against extended lockdown orders in

Australia.  Stay-at-home orders were extended until at least August 28, 2021, in

Sydney, which NPR said could prompt a second recession of the economy in two

years.

With residents growing increasingly weary and protesting the lockdowns, police were

being called in for enforcement and government o]cials called on individuals to

report people who weren’t obeying social distancing rules.

Outside of Sydney, about half of Australia’s residents were in lockdown as of July 24,

2021, but protestors were increasingly taking to city centers to call for freedom and

the truth. At one protest in Melbourne, a banner read, “This is not about a virus it’s

about total government control of the people.”  Multiple arrests were made at the

Sydney protests, with police stating that crowds “broke through barriers and threw

plastic bottles and plants.”

In New South Wales, law enforcement stated that while they supported free speech

and peaceful assembly, “the protest was a breach of public health orders.”
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Meanwhile in England, most COVID restrictions were recently lifted, but protests are

increasing over the NHS COVID app, which noti\es you if you’ve been in close contact

(de\ned as within 6 feet for 15 minutes or more) with someone who tested positive

for COVID.

During the week of July 14, 2021, 618,903 alerts were sent to people using the app,

which means, if you’re unvaccinated, you’re supposed to self-isolate for 10 days since

the last contact with the positive person. If you don’t self-isolate after being noti\ed,

you can be \ned £1,000 ($1,390) or more.  About 5,000 people also demonstrated

against COVID measures in Athens, with banners stating, “Don’t touch our children.”

Freedom Rally in India Protests COVID Restrictions

In India, hundreds of people joined a Freedom Rally to protest COVID lockdowns and

mandatory masks, vaccination and COVID testing, with slogans reading:

“Mandatory vaccination is tyranny”

“No more lockdowns. It has brought poverty and hunger”

“Vaccinating cannot guarantee safety of one’s life”

“WHO says masks are not for healthy people”

The peaceful protests were part of the Awaken India Movement (AIM), which aims to

protect freedom of choice and basic human rights, which are rapidly eroding, and

prevent mandatory vaccination, masks, social distancing and testing. It’s also working

to stop lockdowns, GMO foods, 5G and tech censorship. According to AIM:

“We are particularly concerned about health, Hnancial and ecological crisis

that humanity is facing, facilitated by misplaced and false narratives that are

propagated as its cause. Our collective journey began by revealing the truth
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behind the ‘Covid-19: The Great Reset’ and communicating with the public

about the new norms, global agendas and authoritarian tactics that are

unfolding to this end.”

Vaccine, Mask Mandates Under Fire in US

In the U.S., more than 100 people protested outside the Iowa State Capitol against

COVID-19 vaccine mandates, including those issued by some hospitals in the state.

The rally was organized by Informed Choice Iowa, a nonpro\t in support of medical

freedom and informed consent.

Speaking with the Des Moines Register, Brei Johnson with Informed Choice Iowa said,

“You can take off a mask but you can’t undo a vaccine. That’s a slippery slope to what

comes next.”  Republican state Rep. Jeff Shipley also spoke at the rally, referring to

vaccine mandates as “a crime against humanity.”

Advocacy groups Let Them Breathe and Reopen California Schools took a different

approach in California, where they \led a lawsuit against Gov. Gavin Newsom and

other health o]cials to challenge COVID restrictions in kindergarten through grade 12

schools — speci\cally mask mandates, asymptomatic testing and quarantine

guidance for close contacts.  Jonathan Zachreson, founder of Reopen California

Schools, stated:

“It’s clear that CDPH [California Department of Public Health] has chosen to

ignore the overwhelming evidence that show[s] children are at a very low risk

from being infected with COVID-19, transmitting it to others, or becoming

seriously ill from COVID-19.

A return to a normal school year is crucial to the mental and physical health

recovery for all students across California who have endured months of
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isolation and a majority of who spent last school year entirely in distance

learning.”

Sharon McKeeman, founder of Let Them Breathe, added that health o]cials’ claims

that face masks don’t interfere with education “is faulty in that facial cues, social

skills, and comfort are just a few of the essential components of education that

masking excludes.”

Learning to Live With COVID

As noted by Horowitz in The Blaze, “Natural infection is the only phenomena that will

ultimately burn out all variants, and the entire focus should be on getting seniors and

other vulnerable people early treatment the minute they feel symptoms and even a

prophylactic regimen of ivermectin … when appropriate.”

Instead of locking down society, which is taking an extreme toll on the economy and

individual lives, why isn’t COVID-19 being treated the way other viruses like induenza

are, with symptomatic people staying home to recover while the rest of society goes

on?

As I talked about in an earlier article, data compiled by Pandemics ~ Data &

Analytics (PANDA) found no relationship between lockdowns and COVID-19 deaths

per million people. The disease followed a trajectory of linear decline regardless of

whether or not lockdowns were imposed. Yet, this type of information has been

censored from the beginning.

The lack of exposure to everyday dirt and germs that is missed when people stay

home, socially distanced and sanitized also cannot be ignored. “Our immune system

needs a job,” Dr. Meg Lemon, a Denver dermatologist, told The New York Times in a

2019 article on the science of the immune system. “We evolved over millions of years
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to have our immune systems under constant assault. Now they don’t have anything to

do.”

What is perhaps most disturbing is that this comment was made prior to the

pandemic. Now, it’s exponentially worse, and your immune system is likely missing

out on interactions with bacteria and other microorganisms that teach it, train it how

to respond and keep it primed throughout your life.

If you don’t agree with COVID-19 restrictions in your area, now is the time to speak out

in peaceful protest in order to compel positive changes in support of health and

overall freedom.

 

Darzoum

Even before Covid-19, there had been talk of the need for some kind of passport that conferred a

person with rights that previously were a given of citizenship in a free society. That “need” did not arise

from a burning public desire, but from some of the very institutions “war-gaming” pandemic scenarios.

 And so, no special powers of precognition were required to predict the calls for an immunity or vaccine

“passport”; it was all part of an encroaching Technocracy, with its pretexts for tyranny riding on the

new pseudo-ideal of “biosecurity.”

The very idea of a “health passport” is a notion that could only arise from a place I would not care to

visit and would not choose to belong to. The greatest societies should stand for something beyond the

pretense of being obsessively safe through technocratic standardizations of body and mind. The ideals

a society purports to uphold are now often symbolized through living icons, increasingly entertainers,

sports stars, politicians, faux-journalists or vaunted health “authorities.” But when those icons

concertedly coax, shame and coerce a type of blind obedience that stands in stark contrast to the

land’s most cherished values of liberty, and when those icons—effectively glamorous thought

police—baldly demonstrate that they front for the established order of corporate power, hard choices

should be confronting the average citizen.  But that’s the problem: in lieu of choice, scheming tyrants

are trying slip-in and sustain insanity-as-normalcy long enough for people to get used to it.  Obviously
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many never will.  They’re the ones with active memories and cognitive abilities.  They know they never

voted to instate a “new normal,” and they know they never voluntarily surrendered their freedom of

choice.  That hasn’t changed. (This message will self-destruct in 48 hours.)

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

JuQuDC

Perhaps it is the folks I know, friends, family, or, maybe it is life in a metro area of a blue state, but

many seem quite contented with this loss of freedom. I am horri\ed by it. One of my observations

is that these folks want someone to tell them what to do especially when they are afraid. Similar to

children with parents. It doesn’t seem to matter that rules/instructions are confusing, contradictory

or harmful. These folks appear to think that government leaders and their own doctors are keeping

them safe and healthy, often with meds. They have abdicated ( if they ever possessed)

responsibility for maintaining a healthy life on their own. Taking a statin will help me more than

changing my diet and lifestyle. If you have already capitulated with meds, why not another, the jab?

Mercola has another piece today about obesity and covid. Bravo! This is truly an epidemic. Have

you ever heard Fauci mention it? A former neighbor of mine was a drug rep. She always told me

that docs know that patients don’t want to make lifestyle changes, they want the easy way,  i.e

meds. I never believed her. Guess I was wrong.

As always, I appreciate your comments, Darzoum.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Guillermou

Very good arguments DAVID. Yes, the technocratic tyranny is errible by imposing rules that

discriminate freedoms. The purpose is the vaccine and it has always been the vaccine. The third

dose of P\zer is already under approval. President Biden said last week that I expected a fully

approved vaccine in early fall. But the FDA’s uno]cial deadline is Labor Day or sooner, according to

https://articles.mercola.com/members/JuQuDC/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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multiple people familiar with the plan. The agency said in a statement that its leaders recognized

that approval might inspire more public con\dence and had “taken an all-hands-on-deck approach”

to the work.

Even more surprising: Pete Parada, drummer for the Californian rock band Offspring, said he was

ousted from the band because he refused to get a COVID vaccine, despite having already had

COVID and acquiring natural immunity. In an Instagram post, Parada said: “Since I am unable to

comply with what is increasingly becoming an industry mandate, it has recently been decided that I

am unsafe to be around, in the studio and on tour. I mention this because you won't be seeing me

at these upcoming shows. I also want to share my story so that anyone else experiencing the

agony and isolation of getting left behind right now knows they’re not entirely alone. "

Conclusion: The drug ma\a wants the future to be all bene\ts for vaccine-motivated diseases. If

the natural immunity is more durable than the vaccine, what is the point of the need to be

vaccinated. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-fda-aims-\nal-approval-p..  (08/04/21)

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

lovestosing6

The clock is ticking, come fall and winter - I fear the worst.  I’ve seen a preview - fully vaxxed

elderly couple, they go to see their granddaughter.  Granddaughter, unbeknownst to them, is

coming down with a cold.   They go home and get so sick, he has to go to the hospital and now has

A\b.  Grandmother sick for 2 weeks, can’t breathe, heavy cough.  Grandfather \nally out of the

hospital - more medication.  ugh

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Randyfast

David; you see the situation most clearly. I'm afraid that millions of oblivious people are already

"used to it"! It's bawing; how the masses never question anything. Here's just one thing we should

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-fda-aims-final-approval-pfizer-vaccine-early-next-month/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/lovestosing6/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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be questioning; as it keeps the fear porn dowing: People all over the planet are 'allegedly' testing

positive for covid and are sent home to "self-isolate"; after which, they go about their business. I

haven't heard of even one of those people being sick - it's all theater! I can't be the only one seeing

such things!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mirandola

ACLU wrote a good case against immunity passports....initially

www.aclu.org/news/privacy-technology/coronavirus-immunity-passports-ar..  Then moderated

their position later, but still voiced some concerns for people who can't be vaccinated and that any

such passport must be paper based, not digital, to avoid over reach from law enforcement, tracking

et al. www.aclu.org/news/privacy-technology/theres-a-lot-that-can-go-wrong-wi..

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

har1272

"Even more surprising: Pete Parada, drummer for the Californian rock band Offspring, said he was

ousted from the band because he refused to get a COVID vaccine, despite having already had

COVID and acquiring natural immunity."  A radio rock station DJ in L.A. suggested his bandmates

were doing it to keep him safe.  Has Invasion of the Body Snatchers occurred and in progress here

on planet Earth?

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

SilentTroubador

In addition to Gui's comment:  Beyond the acquisition of natural immunity, drummer Peter Prada's

https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
https://www.aclu.org/news/privacy-technology/coronavirus-immunity-passports-are-not-the-answer/
https://www.aclu.org/news/privacy-technology/theres-a-lot-that-can-go-wrong-with-vaccine-passports/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/har1272/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/SilentTroubador/default.aspx
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predicament is all the more noteworthy considering he was medically advised not to risk

aggravating his autoimmune condition rooted in Guillain-Barre from a childhood vaccine.  Instead

of a rational response, understanding or compassion - he was then double victimized by being

ostracized.  I can only hope this is not foreshadowing of even more social division under the

pretense of protection.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Darzoum

Hi JuQuDC, you analyze the situation well, and rightfully point out that those behaving like childish

dependents are nevertheless trying to impose their ways and standards on those who have already

outgrown that stage.  It seems to be a common trend across many areas of society to impose a

“lower common denominator” approach to things… precursor to collectivism/technocracy?

Hi Guillermo, yes, it seems to all be about the vaccine.  And if they can push it this hard under the

lie of “Emergency Use Authorization,” and in the face of so much countervailing evidence, then we

can only imagine what licensure against liberty they envision once they’ve received (or is it

“purchased”) FDA approval.

Hi lovestosing6, sorry, I think the moral of your story escapes me, but I suppose a scenario as you

describe would just be used as more justi\cation for social distancing and all the rest.

Hi Randy, sometimes I think you ARE the only one seeing such things!  Well… there are a few of us.

 Besides the abuse of the PCR test, the concept of an “asymptomatic carrier” (and subsequent

isolation of the healthy) has been a rousing success for the cause of tyranny.

Hi Mirandola, thanks for the links… I’ll be curious to see what they say.

Hi har1272, “Has Invasion of the Body Snatchers occurred and in progress here on planet Earth?”

 Yes.

Hi SilentTroubador, Peter Prada is then a double victim of the zeal to poke everything that moves.

 The increasingly insane childhood program was not enough for them… how convenient to contrive

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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a global “pandemic” to drum up more business.  I suspect I’d prefer Prada’s idea of drumming

more.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

sio6474

Those with cognitive abilities are few and far between I am afraid.  Most are proudly compliant and

incredibly ignorant about what is going on, and on the available treatments that are life preserving

on the chance they need help.  I think they are choosing the path of least resistance and hoping for

the best.   And, it seems the majority are not suffering consequences, only a sub population.  We

don't know how it will play out though!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

WL4816

"Technocracy" is a weasel word for "fascism," the corporate state.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

har1272

Why can't the vaxxed mind their own business?  Even though the vaxxed can still transmit and

receive the virus, they've been vaxxed, so why worry about me?  They need to MYOB.

Posted On 08/05/2021
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sussmuss

Wow...yes....well said....love the last sentence the best...!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Johman0

Darzoum, I think maybe lovestosing6 was referencing vaxxed people experiencing ADE; now more

vulnerable than if they weren’t vaxxed.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Darzoum

Hi Johman0, thanks... I think you're right; it \ts the story, at least.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Kanadian45

Love the ending there Mr. Phelps!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Darzoum

Kanadian45... I think the smoke will be coming out of the tape recorder at any time now.  (I

suppose I might have to explain what a tape recorder is.)

https://articles.mercola.com/members/sussmuss/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com

We have regularly had over one million at demos in London,  but NO media coverage on TV!!!!!! Or in

any news. -Jennifer

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Glastian

Jennifer, think it was nearer 2 million on 24 July in London. On a smaller scale, same day, around

2,000 marched through Glasgow. Finished up at the BBC studios, where the windows were

plastered with slogans, banners etc. Police presence, but no interference, and nobody came out

from the BBC to complain. And, yes, no mention on any Scottish News!

bluecat.media/global-anti-vax-passport-protest-march-compilation-24th-..    

https://hugotalks.com

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

workoutfreak

Media cant hide the truth.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

juststeve

My personal experiences over decades is this has been a regular occurrence in the US. One rally in

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Fortywinksbandbgmail.com/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Glastian/default.aspx
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Washington had close if not a million marchers, yet the most coverage it got was a labor day

parade was held. Just weeks later, there was another Nation Wide protest with about 10 thousand

at the capital in Washington and yet this was covered, for weeks if not months, (as it should have

been.) Another example was a similar thing in our state capital and were tens of thousands there,

yet it was covered as just a run of the mill protest.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

har1272

I'm in the US.  Sign me up.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mirandola

Wow Jennifer!!!! This is why people need to take cell phone footage of demonstrations, arranging

that in advance as part of the whole thing. Then post to Bitchute, and post, post, post to the

internet with speci\c request that it be shared widely and forwarded by email.....and write to the

grassroots, ask them to cover the story. And to friendly underground journalists. We, the People

have to become the media! WHere there is a will there is a way!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

MaryRN

Living in an area of the US, where we are having a "surge" in Covid cases I can say from what I have

seen is that the people who have been vaccinated are getting just as sick if not sicker than the ones

who have not been vaccinated.  And most of the unvaccinated ones have been in close contact with a

vaccinated person who was sick, with Covid symptoms, but was not tested for it, because they had
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been vaccinated.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Gov Ron DeSantis is standing up for personal choice as opposed to tyrannical mandates in Florida.

 "We can have a free society - or we can have a bio-medical security state.  I can tell you, in Florida we

are a free state". He says he will stand in the way of any attempt at forced masking or mandatory

vaccinations:: www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Gov. DeSantis walks a \ne line between personal freedom and political correctness and is under

\re for his stand against idiotic masking.....and yet Vaxxxing is mandatory in

colleges/businesses/govt agencies?  So where's the beef?  Tough guy, but not tough enuf!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mirandola

Thank you Newlands! There are still some Real Americans left in upper o]ces.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer
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Thanks forbiddenhealing:   I would like to see DeSantis get even tougher.  He is quoting good

science when he says "People who recover from covid have long lasting immunity, and that's been

proven time and time again, and the data is very very clear"  Let's hope places that want to mandate

the v@x hear what he is saying, and those that don't want the v@x quote him in  defense of their

bodily autonomy.

Thanks mirandola.  It is encouraging that someone in high o]ce isn't being dictated to by psycho's

and wants to give the kids the freedom they have long been denied.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

SilentTroubador

Disturbing Content Inconveniently Included At The End of Florida Senate Bill #2006 And Oddly

Approved By Governor Desantis on 5/21/2021 Allowing Forced Vaccinations: State of Florida

Website SB #2006 Referral: www.dsenate.gov/.../2006  SB #2006 Text in pdf Format:

www.dsenate.gov/.../2006 BillText/er/PDF Note the relevant content on page 37, lines 1056-1058;

and continued on pages 38 and 39, lines 1097-1111

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mirandola

Silent Troubador, it is not at all uncommon----in fact, it is more common than not----for a good

person to submit a clean bill which later becomes compromised by special interests. It's a very

di]cult problem to get around. I would not "peg" Governor DeSantis for this, not right off the bat. It

would require a ton of research to uncover more facts and sources, etc.

Posted On 08/05/2021
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SilentTroubador

Mirandola - The preceding comments inherently support the adverb "oddly" as a function of

inconsistent action absent the more challenging task of addressing motive.  Far be it for me to

question a politician whose actions are as you say, "... more common than not"  The age old

disservice of saying one thing while doing another without "feet being held to the \re" will never

transform the current political landscape.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

NaplesDan

Troubadour…thanks for the heads up.  I don’t like the allowance for forced vaccination.  Surprised it

got approved.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

NaplesDan

Forbiddenhealing…just to clarify, the senate bill below forbids businesses and schools from

requiring students and patrons to furnish proof of vaccination.  The rub, of course, is that

employers are free to demand that their employees be vaccinated.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mirandola

Silent Troubador,  you are quite right that there are politicians who double speak, no doubt. But,

there also is the reality of what I wrote. I have actually witnessed it fyi. God bless.....
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Posted On 08/05/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Thanks everyone for your input.  Surely the most important element is that DeSantis is pushing

back against those behind the Agenda. He is gathering great support.  The more support he can

get - the bigger the push-back.  Hopefully others in "power" will then have the courage to stand up

and \ght back too.  Enthusiasm for standing up against tyranny is probably more infectious than

any virus once it takes root.  Living in the UK we need politicians like him to act as a lightning rod

for freedom.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

dso9183

JuQuDC, it is not just the people you know, many of my family and friends seem quite comfortable with

losing their freedom, and I live in a "right of center" county in the Northeast.  I have always considered

myself a progressive at heart, but now I feel as if I have no home at all.  The current environment in

some respects reminds me of the "shock and awe" era under the Bush administration.  Many people in

the U.S. sanctioned the detestable acts our government demonstrated, likely because the devastation

did not affect them personally.  Well, the chickens have come home to roost, we're heading towards

fascism, and far too few people are attempting to stop it.  In short, God bless Dr. Mercola and others

like him.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

JuQuDC

Thank you and I completely agree with you. Also, many of these same folks supported, at least

passively, the Iraq invasion. I am determined to \ght for my freedoms but it is a lonely \ght indeed.
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Posted On 08/05/2021

 

blessthebeasts

I know where you're coming from. Most of my "progressive" friends and family are totally on board

with this nonsense. They think I'm turning into a right-winger, even though I'm to the left of all of

them! I've come to the conclusion that this isn't really a left/right issue. It's more a question of

independent thinking which sadly, seems to have gone out the window for many of our fellow

citizens.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

debdelarosa7gmail.com

Alberta Canada WON!  No more mandates!  They got them on the fact the virus has never been

isolated, hence no more lies!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Love_my_boys

Is this a fact?  I saw the Patrick King interview on Rumble a couple of days ago. I searched for

documentation today but came up with nothing to validate anything said on that interview.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

NaplesDan
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I saw the Provincial Order cancelling mask mandates, etc and declaring the pandemic over.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mspaff

We are behind you doc! Can you sell your articles on a USB drive?

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Almond

I suspect the odds are that, in any given year, more than .2% of the population will die of any infectious

disease, even the common cold.  There needs to be more emphasis on boosting natural immunity

agaisnt all kinds of disease, not just giving people injections and more drugs.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Randyfast

What I \nd most interesting... when I hear reports of 'demonstrations'; the report I don't hear - is of ANY

of those protestors being sick with covid! END THIS HOAX NOW! If there were a "deadly" virus

"ravaging" the population; then people certainly would be dropping like dies. Here's the current

problem: As more and more people succumb to the death jab and more and more have their lights

extinguished - we will be told that it's the new "variant" that killed them. Mark my words! Watch for the

whirlwind, once the recipients of the nanobot shot start taking the du vaccine and/or catch the wild

coronavirus!
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Posted On 08/05/2021

 

MK3140

The only way to \ght back is to refuse to enter restaurants, shops, etc. that require passes. Political

pressure on and from businesses will get rid of the passes.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

lohrn4

Also, remind them you are withholding your business with them directly because of their ludicrous

stance on the passport "mandate". I think I will print out a few copies of the Nuremberg Code and

pass them out to people who haven't made the connection to that and what is happening now and

the violation of all the points therein.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

Great idea and that is what I would do but the majority  just rely on the soma to exist. Be brave and

resist the tyranny but bear in mind they rely on the gullibility of the masses to prevail. This is I

believe part of prophecy. The King of Eternity has set a time limit for evil to exist and the time to

eradicate it is reaching its culmination.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

CharlotteRuse
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We've always lived with "cold viruses" and never considered them a threat to all humanity..... "You know

the drill. Your throat feels scratchy, you start sneezing and coughing, and pretty soon you're in the grip

of a nasty cold. To add insult to injury, all that big-time misery is from a tiny invader -- a living thing

called a virus. And it's not just one you need to dodge. There are more than "200" that can lay you low.

It's likely that someday you'll have a close encounter with one of these types: Rhinovirus, Coronavirus,

RSV and parainduenza. There are also a lot of viruses that doctors haven't identi\ed. About 20%-30%

of colds in adults are caused by these "unknown" bugs. www.webmd.com/.../common_cold_causes

 Why are Governments politicizing a cold virus and using it as a pretext to destroy Western liberal

democracies transforming them into technocratic authoritarian biosecurity states.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Mandelbrot8

Some of my close friends are on Instagram searching desperately for oxygen for other friends in

Indonesia who have come down with covid. This doesn't happen with the common cold.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Karolina99

Hi everybody. I guess that it is a good idea to make screenshots of information in comments because

of 48 hour window. Some of you give perfect advice and it will be gone together with Mercola’s article.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

dejure

For those unaware of how to do this:  (1)  Hit the "PrtScn" key on your keyboard. This copies the
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page into your Windows Clipboard. >From there, the screenshot can be pasted into something like

Er\nview to edit it to remove all but the information you wish to keep. All it takes is:  (2) Open the

program you want to paste the contents of the Clipboard into.   (3) If pasting into a mail program or

a word processor, click where you want to paste the information.  -- or --  If opening an editing

program, just go to step "4."   (4) Paste the contents of the clipboard into the program you chose by

"RIGHT" clicking your mouse and choosing  "Paste."  -- or --  Hold down the "Ctrl" key and press "V,"

which is the shortcut for "Paste." ... You're now in and can do as you wish.  For example, if using a

photo editor, be it the free Irfanview, Adobe or some other, you can click and drag to select areas

you want to keep or remove.  You'll \nd, for example, "Crop" under the "Edit" menu of Irfanview.

 That same menu will, also, let you click "Undo," if you are unhappy with an edit.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

builditback

Maybe Dr. Mercola could leave comments and title of article.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Jeabea

The \gures about the demonstrators in France are the o]cial ones, not the true ones. Viewing the

videos of demontrations everywhere in the country suggests 10 times as many. You can count roughly

how many people make up a row and then see how many of these rows go by. In some cases, entire

neighborhoods are \lled with a dense crowd. The videos can be found on FB or if censured on Odysee.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Jennycat24
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I agree - we used the same thing to estimate crowd size, then multiplied up.  Shame the rest of the

world doesn't seem to do the same.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

sabrno

The criminal death threats attacking you will soon be all cancelled. But to be sure, please put all your

articles and archives at a cloud and please let us know where to download your contents and interview

videos by email of subsribers. As the big shot, Bill Gates, is destined to be removed from this world by

tribunal soon, the whole criminal empire hie built will collapse. Accordingly, the WHO head will also be

prosecuted for the sovereign crime and will be punished. The criminals who are threatening you will

also be all executed. So, please keep on letting us know new information as usual. I will also upload

your articles and videos which I will download from your cloud storage to different mirror sites.

However, all this threat will end soon. The criminal factions in the three letter organizations such as

CIA, CDC, FDA, NSA, CFR, FED (CB, but private bank) will all be eradicated.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

SAMM_O

WATCH THIS! IT'S SETTING PRECEDENT IN CANADA. PRAY FOR SAFETY OF THOSE INVOLVED TO

COMPLETE THIS! rumble.com/vkorz0-freedom-\ghter-court-victory-ends-masking-shots-qua..

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Randyfast

Thanks for the link. I passed it on.
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Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Cabochon

SAMM-O thanks for that link. There are dozens of others on Duckduckgo con\rming the story. If

true then this is surely the beginning of the end.  Many have commented that the virus has never

been isolated, which would seem to indicate that there is no actual proof if its existence, So in a

court of law, this would presumably be necessary as a piece of evidence that the defendant had

broken the law.  But if the virus cannot be isolated then the whole scam is exposed.  Then what

was ir that was experimented on in a laboratory to provide gain of function?  was it simply a

common or garden cold virus or a du virus.  As induenza appears now  to be non existent

according to national statistic websites, could this virus simply be the same? We know that du

strains can be dangerous to those suffering from other serious conditions.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Cabochon

A comment on the case from “Awake Canada” which you won’t \nd on Google puts a little more

perspective on the topic: awakecanada.org/transcript-of-patrick-king-and-alberta-court-case/

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

www.youtube.com/watch    So crazy Ted Nugent doesn't sound so crazy now!

Posted On 08/05/2021
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JuQuDC

That is so often the way. Was talking with better half yesterday about Martha Mitchell’s drunken

late night phone calls. Turned out she was telling the truth too. By the way, my friends and family

consider me as loony as Ted for not getting jabbed. Time will tell, I guess.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

tallulah3

He’s one of the good guys

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Catryna

The mask BS started up again here in SOCAL, a week or so ago. After seeing masklessness, for several

weeks, I was in the post o]ce one day last week and 7 out of 9 of us were back wearing masks again.

All medical facilities demand mask or you can't gain entrance. Yesterday, I put it to the test again when

going for a blood draw. I walked in without a mask, got my blood drawn and no questions asked and

nothing said about my maskless face. Last month, I was refused entrance to a medical building for an

appointment because the mask ***, guarding the building, took exception to my mask.  All I can say,

"Fool my once shame on you, fool me twice shame on me." Although, I was never fooled the \rst time.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

HealthiestChoices

IMPORTANT:  PLEASE CHECK THIS NOW, AS IT'S CRITICAL FOR MANY WHO ARE FINDING IT
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NECESSARY TO GET THE SHOT OR LOSE THE JOB.  THERE IS ''''' HELP ''''' AVAILABLE  Go to lc.org and

click on LEGAL HELP TAB. I have posted this website before but don't know how many followed up with

it.  Right now I've been listening to this program again and Mat Staver is the guest.  He is a

Constitutional Lawyer who has argued many cases before the Supreme Court.  He is HELPING those

who are being threatened to get the vaccines or lose their job.  Too much for me to mention here but

you need to check out the website or listen to the program....can do that by clicking on the top left

button to hear the program.  They just now are also discussing B.G. and his population control theory.  

   www.vcyamerica.org/listen  

Mat Staver has mentioned also just how many deaths have been taking place due to the vax and today

said there are 57 deaths per day due to those shots.  This is a 1 hr. program and they are just now

taking calls from listeners.  He's discussing all the many disabled folks who have been seriously

injured by these shots.  He has been on top of this situation just like our Dr. Mercola.  Check out lc.org  

and for the vax issues, it's lc.org/vaccines  ---- https://lcaction.org/vaccine  They cannot go after the

pharmaceutical co. but WILL go after your employer!!!   Also, check out:  

https://walkoutwednesday.net/

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

os00

If I could pick one thing, we really need to hone in on miscarriages in the \rst and second trimesters.

This issue should be a focus and it will be easier to prove and could resonate with the population.

Could turn the tide slowly. Thoughts?

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

cybersoul

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  ~ COVID-19 INJECTION

www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT
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www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

micuda

Masks, lamp shades over the face, lockdowns, green passports are to subdue, not save people. Leave

the saving to prophets please.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

AureliaOana

"They" are but a handful, but seated in key positions with loooots of money.... there's no escape...

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Randyfast

Money, Power and Control! They have it - we don't!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

bombo1

Short and sweet - freedom must be won.  It has to be fought for.  So it was, and so it is..........Good Luck

to you all
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Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Shasha

He still says vaccines work in the video, but this is not a vaccine, but a bio-weapon. God bless all!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

BrianFraser

I said this before but it bears repeating:  Governments  could end this "pandemic" simply and easily

within a month if they wanted to. Example: Here in Arizona (USA) people can get dangerously

dehydrated, especially during the hot summers. The authorities here recommend "drinking plenty of

water" to obviate this condition.  PLEASE NOTE: water is NOT an FDA approved drug. Legally, it cannot

"diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent" a serious condition like dehydration. All it can do is bring the person

back to a normalized state. But it is STILL recommended by the authorities.

Likewise, the recommended (and censored) nutritional supplements cannot (legally) "diagnose, treat,

cure, or prevent" COVID19 according to the FDA rules. These do not qualify as "medical standard of

care" protocols. They are NOT drugs. All they can do is restore people to "normal health" during an

illness.  Government o]cials could recommend them, just like they do water for dehydration, and the

"pandemic" would stop.

Stop listening to FDA word games! The COVID vaccines don't "diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent"

COVID19 either. Neither do the vaccines prevent people (vaccinated or not) from spreading or getting

sick with COVID19. And the pandemic was declared by the World Health Organization BEFORE

vaccines even came on the scene. The "sel\sh unvaccinated" are NOT the ones spreading death and

destruction. So stop the useless complaining.  Take control!   ACT EFFECTIVELY! If people

DELIBERATELY DECIDED to stay in normal health, there would be no pandemic.

Posted On 08/05/2021
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tomfrank2

Why don't we throw our masks away and not get vaccinatedand go out and hug everyone we see.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

WL4816

The link is to the CDC lab alert web site where they announce that the EUA for the SARS-COVID-2

RT-PCR tests that have been in use since February 20, 2020 will be discontinued.

www.cdc.gov/csels/dls/locs/2021/07-21-2021-lab-alert-Changes_CDC_RT-PC..  They provide no clear

explanation as to why the tests are being discontinued, but it seems to appear that the current ones

cannot differentiate between COVID-19 and induenza. Although the explanation is unclear, probably

carefully composed by CDC lawyers, results produced by the current tests have formed the basis of the

entire COVID-19 scam. It says they'll be replaced with alternative tests that can differentiate between

du and COVID-19. It's possible that this change-over is just a way to help generate a lot more money for

the producers of the tests, and maybe to provide opportunities for new test makers to participate in the

very lucrative game of medical testing.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

pattypiazza

Thank you, Dr Mercola.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

anglii1
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In a recent Alberta, Canada, provincial court proceeding, lawyers for both the chief medical o]cer of

Alberta, Dr Deena Hinshaw, and Ottawa, could not produce evidence that SARS-CoV-2 has been

isolated. In effect, there’s no proof it exists.

rumble.com/vkorz0-freedom-\ghter-court-victory-ends-masking-shots-qua..

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Maranatha Today

The Very Rich Want Us To Die by Dr Doggerel - A Prophetic Poem from 2008

 https://youtu.be/Ta5LQ3SOQb8

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

r.misko

One of the best books I have ever read

Do not have medical background but have science background and book is well documented and

written in very clear concise manner. Highly recommended for anyone wishing to know the “truth about

COVID” vs the rhetoric being used to promote vaccine sales

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Almond

Biden Urged to Issue Another Sweeping Order, This Time Against the Unvaccinated

(westernjournal.com) www.westernjournal.com/biden-urged-issue-another-sweeping-order-time-u..

 Why dy when you can still drive a gas guzzling vehicle?  So much for the fake environmental agenda.

https://rumble.com/vkorz0-freedom-fighter-court-victory-ends-masking-shots-quarantine-in-alberta.html
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 It is all about social control.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

tallulah3

He’s crazy. I haven’t down since 1987. The airlines will lose a lot of money because a lot of people

do dy.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Almond

tallulah and all... The agenda is to bring all industries "under consent of the king".  More give in

every day.  We need to see more of them stand up and refuse unconstitutional orders and litigate

or we are screwed.  The "creep" is spreading to take over every aspect of our lives.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mirandola

Please forward the link Almond provided quite widely ,and consider lawyers, friendly underground

journalists and the grassroots as receipients. Many thanks.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

SupportTheTruth
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Jesus Christ and million people love you forever. Jesus Christ Million people will forever hate Fauci, Bill

Gates and the globalists. Thanks for everything you have done for the entire world, not just the USA.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Almond

The Latest: Quebec plans vaccine passport in some areas - ABC News (go.com)

abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/latest-head-africa-cdc-unbearable-covi..  They are now calling it

“proof of vaccination” and claiming it is not a “vaccination passport”.  I expect it soon will be.

www.quebec.ca/en/health/health-issues/a-z/2019-coronavirus/progress-of..  Putting the frog in the

warm water...

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

dejure

There is an excellent video out there of a fellow calling around to several testing centers for a test.

When he talks to them, he informs them he works with vulnerable seniors, so must know which version

of Covid he has. In every instance, the test facilities stated their PCR tests do not distinguish between

strains. OBVIOUSLY, we are being lied to, regarding the many alleged cases of the Delta variant.  I

presume this is so, in part, they can claim the new variant and not their useless [to us], but dangerous

for pro\t product works \ne, but, JUST LIKE FLU SHOTS, doesn't work but "blah blah" percent against

the mutation. At the same time, THEY will claim it does reduce how bad people are hit by the du, uh, I

mean Covid. And it goes on that we are to not look behind the curtain where, if we did, we would see:

1) They have zero idea of if there is a Delta bug infecting thousands.   2) Mask mandates condict with

reports, including those that take time to point out a mask \ltering at 100 microns (e.g., hankies and

such) doesn't compare with an N-95, which also is not insurance against infection, if only because it's

not perfectly sealed.  Then there is the absurd ramblings of health care professionals mocking those

wearing N-95's, instead of surgeons' masks.   3) The fact the CDC no more records or is made aware of

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/latest-head-africa-cdc-unbearable-covid-19-79286440
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every case of Covid or a du bug than cops catch every criminal, so the claims their reports of deaths

and injuries only redect 10% of the actual cases should be dismissed outright.   4) States that said no

to federal overreach and absurd suggestions did far better than did those that worked to bring about

the wants and wishes of tyrants and treasonous scum.   5) . .  (add your favorite fact out of the

thousands of ones similar to those above here). . .

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

kd0oiagmail.com

Frankly, the ChiComs need to made to pay a horrible price for unleashing biological warfare on the

civilized world. Starting with low drop public hangings of the entire CCP Central Committee.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

MarcyBruck

Dr. Mercola, I am so sad that you will be pulling all of your past health articles. They have been a

godsend to me and so many others looking for alternatives to drugs to heal.  Sad that our Constitution

is being crushed by the leaders who are supposed to uphold it. It is treason, but they have all the power,

and control the media as well. If you decide to print a book with all of your past articles, or have a USB

available for purchase, I will buy it! God bless you for all you have done to positively impact the lives of

others in this lifetime. God bless you.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Almond

If at all possible, support WALKOUT WEDNESDAY where ever you are.  This needs to happen in every

part of the world. Find info online. At this time, also bow your head in prayer as nothing good comes

https://articles.mercola.com/members/kd0oiagmail.com/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/MarcyBruck/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
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from man alone.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

tallulah3

I haven’t heard about that

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

2Colette

In Alberta, Canada, due to a $1,200 \ne for public gathering, Patrick King challenged the Public Health

Act in a court of law.  He requested information that proves SARS-Cov2 has been isolated, which would

allow the CMHO to enforce mandates.  The health o]cer was unable to provide any scienti\c evidence

that the virus has been isolated, they cannot prove it exists!  Therefore, how can masking, distancing,

lockdowns, etc, be enforced  for a virus that does not exist.  We have not heard a peep from the media.

 Here is a link to the Stew Peters show.

www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2021/08/freedom-\ghter-court-victory-ends..  The interview on the

Stew Peters show was aired on August 4th.  The Premier of Alberta has now downgraded COVID-19 to

the seasonal du and all mandates have been lifted!  Coincidence?  Unfortunately, Premiers in the

remaining provinces are enforcing stricter mandates, especially for children returning to school in

September.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Mal4331

I appreciate your. Response .  MA
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Posted On 08/05/2021

 

lin5571

Dr Mercola....Is there any way your articles can be made available either in print or a USB device?  I

went yesterday as soon as I received your email about having to wipe everything in 48 hours but it was

already gone and I couldn’t access anything to download but 3 of the most recent articles. So

disappointed!!  So sorry this has happened and can’t believe how fast our freedoms are being taken

away. God help us!!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Almond

We all need to stand in the way.

www.dailywire.com/news/desantis-responds-to-biden-i-am-standing-in-you..

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mirandola

YAY!!! Wonderful!!!! Love how he turned the tables "I will stand in your way" and would not back

down. YAY!!!!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mirandola
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"Madame Speaker you are not God" Young Senator lambasts Pelosi for threatening to arrest people for

their medical health choices awakecanada.org/reimer-fullmich-update-we-are-starting-to-win-in-the-c..

  Fuellmich is beginning to win and gain traction in court, addresses large Canadian crowd

rumble.com/vkorz0-freedom-\ghter-court-victory-ends-masking-shots-qua..    VICTORY!!! GREAT

NEWS!!!! A man in Alberta Canada with a degree in Occupational Health Safety, won in court by stating

the virus had not been isolated and asked for proof thereof. The Health Department responded by

saying they had no such proof. Hence, no more distancing, masking, lockdowns, etc in Alberta. The guy

says we can do the same thing in court on our own turf.

Many senators are lambasting Speaker Pelosi for threatening to arrest and \ne politicians for walking

the halls unmasked! They have said she is "Drunk on power" and has "lost all political grace". Skim

youtube, you will \nd many voices from the Senate lambasting her on camera.

www.youtube.com/watch  Senate Oversight Committee Senator Johnson says they have a

responsibility, and criticizes redacted pages subpoenad from Fauci, saying he doesn't know why those

particular pages would be redacted or the subject of a law investigation www.youtube.com/watch  ...in

which Fauci mentioned parallel work with "our colleagues" in China. Cryptic? Suspicious? Hmmm.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Karolina99

It is wonderful, thank you a lot, especially for link with Reiner Furllmich.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

bowgirl

Those of us who had COVID, are no threat to others. I had some kind of strange summer cold or

 perhaps just allergies, or maybe a variant..... we will never know. a positive SARs test doesn't translate

automatically into COVID. Get healthy wash your hands especially when using a public restroom or

having touched anything out in public.

https://awakecanada.org/reimer-fullmich-update-we-are-starting-to-win-in-the-courts/
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Posted On 08/05/2021

 

dejure

Do not forget:  (1) The CDC admitted the PCR tests do not distinguish between du and so called

Covid.    (2) The CDC QUIT reporting du cases at one point.   (3) The CDC and others were

responsible for the lie the numbers contracting Covid were high because they were, likely

purposely, misusing the tests, when they were ran at levels that produced false positives in the

millions. . . . .

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

brooklynbench

We are in desperate need of leadership in this country. Where are our cultural leaders? Where would

John Lennon be in all this? We have nothing but our devices. Thank you Dr. Mercola for being a voice in

the wilderness - but we need an organizer. A recent Mercola article describes a 100 people protest in

Iowa - wow! isn't that impressive for 100 Americans to get off their couches and march.

When will we be counted ?! When will we be heard and seen on the streets ? - they can't censor millions

of people en march in the streets of any city. It all seems hopeless when you are only typing in front of

a computer screen, doesn't it? Time to get M.E.A.N.  - Motivate - Educate - Activate - Nominate - they

WILL keep us out of restaurants, clubs, cruise lines, etc. OUR JOBS ARE NEXT.  Thanks for keeping us

Healthy Doc! We have your back!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

cec94126

It's going to pop like a big pimple. And right in the faces of the big health authoritarian dictators. Free
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autonomy!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

kku35696

I was just told that I have to have the vaccine by October 15th or I voluntarily lose my job. Exemptions

are very limited, but I am trying to \nd a way to avoid it. Any suggestions out there? Email me with help!

kkupsky@msn.com

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

MK3140

Get a lawyer if you can afford one, or start applying to companies that don't demand vaccinations.

Your best bet is \nding employment elsewhere.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Wenonah02

Here In GB, I read that VEGANS - (those for  ethical reasons) may be exempt. Get a good Human

Rights lawyer. I am a vegan for those reasons anyway.  But on another angle - Yesterday I was in a

cab (mini cab) - without a mask- for about 25 minutes. The driver sneezed twice. no Perspex

between us. Be interesting to see what - if anything- happens to me within the next 10 days. - Not

bothered. Following my cab ride - was in a fairly busy train for the next 2 hours - again maskless

Posted On 08/05/2021
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mirandola

Or you "voluntarily" lose your job? What bull-pfffftwwthhhh.......that's coercion, not volunteering! I

would invoke the term coercion, a legal term and factual. And ask for alternatives in working the

job. If they refuse, seek greener pastures. And consider suing, class action ,because you won't be

the only one they have treated this way. Nobody gets to tinker with our brain and uphold it in court.

"Voluntarily" means they are saying they own the control of your brain, legally. HorseS****! the

ACLU wrote in regard to a proposed bill that it "targets thought ,not action" and that to go after

thoughts in court, is too vague and intangible to be constitutional. VOila!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

KootieBugg

Check out Peggy Hall at Healthy American

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

dejure

People need to dood the courts with suits. There is enough information from which to build a

nearly insurmountable complaint. For example:

(1) The fact the CDC cannot catch and report every instance of du and Covid injuries and deaths,

and may be only reporting 10%.  (2) Reports from the CDC put deaths in the thousands, but those

are paled by injuries from the for pro\t Corona product. (3) The European data base reporting

injuries and deaths from shots pale the U.S. \gures.  (4) So called break through cases number in

the thousands, indicating the shots are a fraud, consistent with the fact we are the test subjects.

 (5) PCR tests do not distinguish from du, so reported numbers are, at best, speculation.  (6) The

demands may equate to extortion and violate various state and federal laws, including, but not
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limited to state pro\teering laws (E.G., Chapter 9A.82 RCW), federal racketeering (RICO) laws (e.g.,

18 USC 1961), U.S. postal laws (e.g., 18 USC 876) if the business used the U.S. Mails and Wires

more than just three times in a few years to make their demands.  (7) The business and most

public o]cials lack \rst hand information by which they can justify their employees risk their

health and lives

One should include discovery demands (Interrogatories and Requests for Admissions and

Production of Documents) right up front. For example:   (1) The shots are very pro\table to

investors and it should be determined if the company management pro\t from the products. . . . .

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mirandola

Show them this www.israelnationalnews.com/.../286920  Get \gures from Dr Mercola and RFK

regarding deaths and severe medical injuries from the vaccines. Show them. Point out that they

quote VAERS, the *government* vaccine injury database, and that the CDC itself has admitted that

only 1% report the deaths and injuries.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

sio6474

Some courts are saying it is legal for employers to demand a vaccination.  Perhaps, you could get a

legally worded document that points out that your employer is responsible for any adverse

reactions.  If they agree to sign I would look for another job, not worth taking the risk, but worth

seeing if they will cave on it.   Don't know where you live, and attorneys are expensive, but perhaps

you could \nd one to do the letter for you.

Posted On 08/05/2021
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naggiaggi

There were 160,000 people protesting in France not 11,000

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

zolorazor

Thank you for this protest video! This is one of the \rst ones I have seen on a major site. Yes, go out

with a bang Dr. Mercola. Finally, something I can show my friends right here on the www. Big heart to

you!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

markuzick

These lockdowns are part of the Great Reset whereby Claus Schwab can use them for tyrannical

control of the world's populous and set himself and his family up as world emperors; but Bill Gates has

other ideas: to decimate human life according to his cult of eugenics with Bill himself as the world

emperor. According to Martin Armstrong, he knows from inside sources, "for an absolute fact", that

Gates has assured himself the position of leading contender of the throne by tricking Schwab into

being fully vaccinated with the suicide jab.

www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/wef/who-is-the-real-culprit/

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Freddyfox

The \gures you give for demonstrators in Paris are those given by our government of liars.
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Independent journalists (there are a few left) at Blast showed at least double as much and four times

more in Paris,west giving a \gure of 400.000.

I, myself, was demonstrating in Agen in the south west, the \gure given was 1100 whereas 2100

people were counted.

I am French and not proud of it!

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

mal3793

I live in Western Australia with no lockdown and no COVID-19 cases. The WA Police Force has just

stated that from the 9th of August all personnel must wear a face mask if they are not vaccinated.

Really,  no Covid 19 and no lockdown, doesn’t make sense, common sense.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Freedomofchoice1

Mal3793 I think to be fair you should mention that WA may presently be without any lock downs…

BUT the State’s Premier has excelled with several unnecessary lockdowns all over WA large and in

many areas uninhabited, Even demanding that people dying in from say Victoria… they were free to

arrive when they departed and midair with ½ to go till landing the Premier told those visitors that

they must all go into 14 day quarantine, OR turn around and go back to where they came from!!

All States are playing dirty… with the QR tracking of everybody now even more mandatory with the

states to even use police to make sure everybody “complies”… Tasmania for instance ahs had NIL

community transmission for over 12 months.  And I hear they still have to oblige their stupid

mandatory checking in, even at doctor’s clinics and day surgery clinics….. where every visitor is in

their “books” so would know who they are>> I hear they are even temperature testing and asking all

the silly questions have you been…. Etc etc. It’s overdue that the people, yes start to object, and
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write to their local Members and also the PM as it is he who is gutless and leaving the decisions to

the premiers. As in handing them the bullet and they have to shoot

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Fortywinksbandbgmail.com

Its nothing to do with Covid.  It is part of global reset.  People without faces are de personalised,

 so the population stop worrying about others and don't even notice when people vanish. -Jennifer

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

SaucySue

The only way  for a global pandemic to not he a pandemic is to get vaccinated, wear a mask and be

socially distant from others. Variants will continue for as long as it can \nd a host - those who are not

vaccinated, do not wear a mask and continue to be around many indoors.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

Beentheredonethat2

Are you really that dense??? What the heck, do you even have a brain?  Maybe you should join

Mandelbrot8 and leave as well. Just my humble opinion.  Good luck if you take the jabs.

Posted On 08/05/2021

 

anmael
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It is very di]cult for you to regain clarity. You seem to be very scared and have no real information.

You do not know that you are a victim of manipulation. Maybe if you read Dr. Mercola, slowly and

without preconceptions ... Try!

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

anmael

At least listen to what Steve McCann tells you

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/no_author/why-i-refuse-to-be-vaccinated/

Posted On 08/06/2021
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